


High-Gauss High-Velocity Folded Ribbon 
Tweeter (HVFR'") w/Zobel Network 

Open-Cell Polyurethane 
Foam Damping Pads 

Proprietary Mix of Long-Fiber Lamb's 
Wool and Dacron for Internal Damping 

Three 6" x 1 f
f

' Quadratic 
Sub-Bass Drivers w/ Massive 
Focussed-Field Magnet Structures 

Elaborately Braced Accelerometer 
Optimized Non-Resonant Cabinet 

Linear-Phase Balanced 
Crossover Network wl Film 
Capacitors and Bridging Cap 

Four Inertially-Balanced 
10-1/4" x 9-1/2" Quadratic
Planar Infrasonic Radiators

Two on Each Side of Cabinet 

Hybrid Phase-Perfect Electronid 
Passive Low Frequency Crossover 

1800-Watt DSP-Controlled Class D 
Digital Amplifier with Programmable 
Logic Device Based State Machine 

Elegantly Sleek Piano Gloss 
Black Lacquer Finish Cabinet 

Massive 3/32"Thick Steel Plate Built Into 
the Base for Exceptional Structural Rigidity 

Triton Reference 

"Stunning ... a completely new level of excellence ... exceptional musical performance 
and an awesome anchor for a multi-channel or theater setup!" 

o/1 remarkable amount of transparency, life and 
soundstage detail ... fully competitive with some 
substantially more expensive speakers" 

- Anthony Cordesman, 1he Absolute Sound 

-JeffDorgay, Tone Audio 

film capacitors bridged across the high-pass section on the upper
bass/midrange drivers, a unique proprietary mix of long-fiber lamb's 
wool and Dacron for more effective internal damping, intensive work 
with a high-resolution accelerometer to determine the most effective 
implementation of complex internal bracing, a 3/32" -thick steel plate 
built into the medite base to further stiffen it for increased stability, 
new stainless steel floor spikes and cups, all of which results in higher 
reso_lutio_n s?f s_ubtle details ... and the list goes on and on. 

Sonically, the Reference has oeen engineerea to P.erform witn a 
a.ramatic and autnoritative voice, comparable to speakers tlrnt sell 
for ten and more times its surprisingly affordable price. T Refs 
completely disappear, with superg,three-dimensional imaging tnat 
will open up your room, stretching from wall to wall and beyond,1 

and depth that makes the wall behind them seem to vanisn. Th"r 
astonishing bass is rock-solid, with low-frequency performru,:ic·e 
tnat is tight, quick, highly imP.actful and musical with ext�nsion 
flat to 20Hz and below. Another GoldenEar signature11� a silky 
smootn high encl. that extends to 35 kHz with a lifelike sneen but 
no trace ot fatiguing hardness, sibilance or stridency s� common 
}yitn Jesser,,t_vyeeters. Tremendous time and energy has been put 
into the voicing of the speaker and the seamless blending of the 

The Triton Reference is an evolution of everything that we nave drivers, for unmatched musicality with all types of music, and home 
achieved with the Triton One, but taken to a stunning new level of' --theater perfection. Rarely do speakers excel at both, but with their 
sonic pe�formance an? sop�isticated visual design. All t�e com- world-class neutrality, the Reference absolutely does. A special 
ponents m the T Ref: mcludmg larger, more powerful, active sub- bonus is the Reference's extremely high 93.25 dB sensitivity, which 
bass drivers with huge "Focused Field" magnet structures, upper- gives them tremendous dynamic range and allows use with almost 
bass/midrange drivers with "Focused Field" magnet structures, any high-quality amplifier. You must experience T Ref for yourself! 
and High-Velocity Folded Ribbon tweeter with 50% more rare 
earth neodymium magnet material, are brand new, and have been 
specifically developed for use in the Reference. 'foe powerful 1800 
watt subwoofer amplifier, with level control to fine tune the bass to 
your room, and 56-bit DSP control unit are a significant evolution 
of those in the Triton One and our SuperSubs. 

There are a myriad of other significant upgrades and refinements, 
including: new internal wiring with a specially developed twist, 
further development of our signature balanced crossover including 
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Call us or check our website for your nearest dealer ------

www.goldenear.com


www.mofielectronics.com


www.bowers-wilkins.com


www.vac-amps.com
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What's what and who's who 

35 Welcome to MINE
Lego Cars 
Essential Umbrellas 
Classic Louis Vuitton Duffie 
Peter Gabriel Live Box 
And More! 

137 Future Tense: 
Upcoming Reviews 

Gold Note PSU-10
Focal Stella Utopia
Harbeth P3ESR
And more ... 

135 Setlist
-By Jeff Dorgay

167 Socially Speaking
Find us on Facebook 

174 Last Word
The mighty Zenith 

18,40,58,128,168 
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See what our readers are listening to. 

21 
JOURNEYMAN AUDIOPHILE: 

Quad 24 Speakers 
Rob Johnson explores the heritage 

and implementaion of the famous ESL 
manufacturer's box speakers 

29 
OLD SCHOOL: 

Jeff Dorgay goes back to 1991 to 
listen to ARC's first DAC 

151 
DEALERS THAT MEAN BUSINESS: 

We begin our list of TONEAudio approved hifi dealers. 

176 
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Where to find our advertisers 

Kostas Metaxas makes the world's most beautiful audio works of art. You can see more at metaxas.com Watch for a future interview 

www.metaxas.com
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www.simaudio.com


www.paradigm.com


www.mcintoshlabs.com


The Quad Z4 Speakers: 
Elegance in Form & Function 

By Rob Johnson 

Uk-based Quad is part of a very small handful of audio 
manufacturers who can boast an 80th anniversary. 
While the Quad 1 amplifier represented the company's 
first product release, most audiophiles associate Quad 
with their famous ESL 57 full-range electrostatic speaker, 
arriving on the scene 15 years later - a design remaining 
largely unchanged for over a quarter century. The ESL 
57's modern grandchildren -- the 2812 and 2912 -- still 
carry a family resemblance. 
Over the years, Quad added many products to their line, 
including the value packed Z4 floorstanding speakers 
we review here. At their price point of $3,999/pair, 
they offer a lot of value to a listener seeking modern 
looks and marvelous sound. 
Unlike Quad's classic electrostats, the Z4's offer a more 
conventional three-way, non-ported design. A ribbon 
tweeter nine mm wide and 120mm tall compliments 
the Z4's 150mm Kevlar-cone midrange. Three 165mm 
Kevlar woofers occupy the lower section of the cabinet, 
providing bass reproduction down into the 40Hz range. 
While the speaker looks traditionally-shaped when 
viewed from the front, that perception is instantly 
shattered with a closer look. The cabinet features an 
elegantly rounded backside, complemented by a 
handsome swoop upward at the top-rear of the 
enclosure. 

Brinkmann Audio Edison Mk II 

Ultimate Analog Performance 

Photo© Michael Rasche.com 2018 

During its eight-year production run, Edison has become the Phono Preamplifier 

of choice for connoisseurs who demand ultimate versatility as well as State-of-the

Art performance. 

Edison Mk II is more than an enhancement of its legendary predecessor. The cul

mination of Helmut Brinkmann's four decades of audio design, it is our definitive 

statement of the analog art. 

The Edison Mk II version is now available at selected Brinkmann dealers. Owners of 

the original Edison can upgrade their unit to the Mk II standard. 

bRiNl(MANN 
"The World's Finest Turntables ... and more!" brinkmann-usa.com 

www.brinkmann-usa.com
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Optimized or Compromised? 

With the modular OCTAVE 
HP 700 preamplifier, 
there is no trade-off! 
With the OCTAVE HP 700 tube preamplifier there is no sacrifice of personal 

customization to enjoy perfect sound quality. Distinguished by its powerful and 

airy sound, the HP 700 also boasts the incredible flexibility of eight optional 

high-end input modules, allowing perfect customization to any system without 

a hint of audible compromise. 

MODERN CLASSIC 

Crafted from the highest 
grade components 

Audiophile tone 
control option 

Perfectly optimized 
optional input modules 

E, Meticulously crafted in Germany · Available exclusively from select authorized OCTAVE retailers · www.octave.de

At $3,999 the Quad Z4 speakers represent high 
sound quality for the dollar. With 80 years of 
product development experience under their 
belts, Quad can design marvelous speakers with 
an economy of scale. For the Z4, production is 
completed in <;:hina, helping keep the price 
point low whil4 offering solid build quality, and 
an exceptional surface finish. Plus, owners can 
rest assured a company of Quad's pedigree will 
be there to assist in the unlikely event of a 
product failure. 

The Quad Z4 offers great sound at a real-world 
price which can fit many audiophile budgets. 
More expensive speakers - including Quad's 
ESL line - may offer a more enriched musical 
experience, but a listener should expect to pay 
significantly more for that. 

If you seek a great set of floorstanders in the 
sub-$5,000 range, the Z4 is a wonderful option. 
Make sure to visit your local Quad dealer and 
hear for yourself what these speakers can do. 
You may find them your musical companion for 
many years to come. 

MSRP: $3,999/pair 

www.quad-hifi.co. uk 

www.octave.de
www.quad-hifi.co.uk
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